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Childhood is a phase where we acquire memories, lessons and some complex dreams of

achievement to be fulfilled when we grow. However, this may not be the case where we can not

expect a daily route to school with books in our bags, a lunchbox in one hand and probably a

cricket bat in another. It is possible that one has to put efforts to bring a meal to the plates and it

is also possible that one can be devoid of a concrete learning system. School is the place where

we learn the world but what leads to school?

This question stood in front of us in the form of children roaming with balloons in their hands

probably in search of the meagre support it could have provided. When we started our biggest

concern was why can’t they be made a part of the formal education system? While looking for

the answer we started engaging with them for 1-2 hours a day which was devoted for them to

search what they want. Gradually they become fond of these learning hours where they would

soon learn to behave formally, to read, to write and discuss together what it means to seek your

interest area. In the background, this was framing Malviya Study Circle. We envisioned the

children to be a person who would not only be an eminent scholar but also a soul filled with

compassion and love for everyone.

While every child had a different domestic background, different interest, different capacity and a

different approach towards pursuing their goals we learnt to cultivate a personalized method of

teaching. We connected with their families, surveyed their localities to better understand the

socio-economic profile of each child. With this we realized: a child needs to be mentored rather

than school-ed. From there, there was no looking back and we keep on including multiple

dimensions of childhood nurturing in our curriculum including mental and physical well-being.



Starting back on September 2015

under the name of ‘Malviya Study

Circle’, we formally got registered as

Malviya Child Welfare Foundation in

June 2019. We are a team of

volunteers consisting of purpose-driven

students and professionals. We seek to

ensure the accessibility to quality

education and support the holistic

development of underprivileged

children in the rural and urban slums

of Varanasi, thereby reinforcing our

resolve to leave the world better than

we found it.





Varanasi

Seer Govardhan

51 children

Bhuwalpur

44 children

• 1 village library
• Scout and Guide group
• 1 Bal sansad
• 1 Yoga center & Bal sanskarshala

Chhittupur

26 children

• After school support program 
• 1 Bal Sanskarshala

• After school support program
• 1 village library
• 1 Bal sansad
• 1 Yoga center & Bal sanskarshala
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Our approach is to provide a voice

to the children in their learning

environment. We aspire to make

them independent and inculcate

the notion of teamwork, positive

attitude, self esteem and

confidence. We seek to develop a

holistic and organic education

model where the students take

lead in deciding the mode of study.



OUR PROGRAMS



To reduce dropouts, after enrollment we

ensure their education by after-school

coaching program to help them

understanding the subjects. The program

offers a multi-dimensional platform for

activities and experiments.

AFTER SCHOOL SUPPORT PROGRAM

Activities under this program

Evening classes Bal-SansadBalsanskarshala

One –to-one 

Counselling and 

Mentorship

Scout & Guide

Program



A group of representatives elected by the student members of the center. These

representatives participate in awareness sessions on various issues related to their

society/village and are facilitated to take action forming the Student Action Team

Bal-Sansad

Balsanskarshala

Balsanskarshala focuses on the development of cultural, moral, ethical and civic

values and responsibilities amongst the upcoming generations through a rich

curriculum of its own kind. Every Sunday all our children participate in the sessions

and learn healthy and valuable habits for life.

We identify kids on the basis of their academic, health, social and psychological

needs. The mentor takes the responsibilities for these kids with a watchful process

comprising of 6 stages. They help and counsel the child, his/her parents in all

possible ways to help the child excel in his/her career, social and personal life.
Mentors for Life

Scout & Guide

The mission of Scout & Guide Program is to contribute to the education of young

children, through a value system based on the Scout Promise and Law, to help

build a better world where people are self-fulfilled as individuals and play a

constructive role in society.



We (children and us) build libraries for the

community. Children take an active role in its

management. These community libraries

serve as learning centers that provide all

facilities required to assist learning more and

personal development. It is unlike the

traditional libraries with bold instruction to be

silent, we have divided hours of self-study

silence hours, interaction hours and the time

for loud discussions! This altogether makes

the library lively.

GIFT OF READING

1094 Total number 

of available books

(till Feb 2020)

1500 Book transactions in 

2019-20

2 Village libraries



Children of construction workers are one of

the most vulnerable groups in

underprivileged sections of society. They

suffer the burns of distress migration with

malnourishment, broken education, unstable

social and psychological development, and

everything that adds up to an uncertain

future. We're trying to bridge the gaps among

the children of migrant labourer family by a

dedicated initiative called "Apni Pathshala".

We try to provide the children with a socio-

educational peer group and a learning

environment so that their childhood may

gather healthy experiences with an education

that will last forever.

APNI  PATHSHALA

32 children were 

directly supported



Ankuran is our bi-monthly children's

magazine. Starting from January 2020, it has

been prepared by the children under the

guidance of our volunteers. Ankuran serves

its objective of enabling the children to

express themselves in a manner they would

want and pave a path for the young writers

out there. It has been providing relevant

crafted information to its readers, which is

mostly overlooked in the school curriculum, in

a lucid manner.

ANKURAN

2 published editions 7 child contributors Readership: 77



Inauguration of Village Library

Seer Govardhanpur

September 1 2019

‘Wonder from waste’

theme based Exhibition

January 2020

Exposure visit to

Bharat Kala Bhawan, BHU

September 25 2019

National Science Day

Drawing Competition

February 29 2020

Goodwill Partner with

Abhikalpan, Annual Fest FSS-BHU

February 2020

Summer Internship Program

May-June 2019



STORIES OF CHANGE



Kajal is a 14-year-old girl, studying in a low-income private

school. She lives with 7 family members. Kajal joined the

study circle in 2015. She felt sad because she did not have

any brother. “Having a brother on whose wrist you can tie a

Rakhi is a blessing”, she used to say. The first present that

the organisation gave her was loads of Bhaiyas and Didis.

She talks to them whenever she had a bad day. She ties

them Rakhi every year and demands for her presents. She

used to get anxious in front of crowd, but after attending

several workshops and group discussions, she has grown to

be one of the most vocal children of her group. She has

also performed in group dance with her friends in front of

hundreds twice. Kajal is a competitive girl. She dreams to

become a police officer. Kajal has found a new home after

the inauguration of the village library. She spends her

leisure time reading books. Premchand's Karmabhoomi is

her favourite one.

Kajal Kumari, 14 years old

Batch 2015, Seer Govardhanpur



Kumkum is the only daughter among the 4 offspring in her

family. Before joining the study circle she felt isolated, she

rarely went outside the house after returning from school.

Questions related to art and culture used to catch her

interest but she hardly had any resources to pursue her

interest. Like many students in a low-cost private schools,

she was skipping classes after classes but her reading and

writing proficiency remained low. Kumkum joined the Study

Circle in 2015 on her friend’s recommendation. Now she

knows how to read and write Hindi and English language.

She is working on her English speaking skills as well. She

has also taught her illiterate mother to write her own name

and she is proud of it. She finds herself at ease while

drawing, designing and dancing. She learnt about

menstruation cycles which were considered taboo in society.

She has spread awareness to her classmates as well.

Kumkum has developed self-confidence and now her

parents always support her. She wants to become an artist.

Kumkum Kumari, 15 years old

Batch 2015, Seer Govardhanpur



Donations and Crowdfunding
100%

Rent
20%

Travel & 
Transportation

2%

Social & Child 
Welfare 

awareness 
28%Hygiene

2%

Books & 
Stationary

10%

Salary
20%

Priliminary
2%

Legal
10%

Miscellaneous
6%



• Developing the pedagogy into training format for teachers.

• Establishing a community school for ultra-poor to be run

by equitable contributions of parents and the organization.

Linking the students with NIOS for certifications.

Facilities at the school will include:

• Classrooms

• Library

• Laboratory

• Exposure Hall (For real-time experience of technology,

business, local governance and scope for community

innovation and social solutions in collaboration with

the community resource persons)

• Further career coaching in the field of students’ interest.



malviyachildwelfare@gmail.com

+91 9471325132

Near Ravidas Temple, Seergovardhanpur, 

BHU Varanasi, 221005 (U.P.)

/malviyachildwelfare

Malviya Child Welfare Foundation is a section 8 Non-Profit Organisation registered under the Companies Act, 2013


